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times.Q: Counting the number of elements
that have a property, in a given property

Let's say I have two elements: a = 1 b = 2
Then a.type gives me True. a.type ==

False doesn't give me True either. What
I'm trying to do is sum all the values of
a.type that are True. In the case above,
a.type == True is the only thing that I
care about. What would be the most
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succinct way of doing this? In the case
above, a.type == True is the only thing

that I care about. What would be the most
succinct way of doing this? A:

a.type.all(True) to summarize it for you:
a.type.all(True) == True and this can of

course be implemented as
a.type.all(boolean_func(a)) So, you

thought I was going to do an in-depth
review of Walmart? Well, it looks like I
may have to postpone that for a bit. I

really want to do a review for this, but my
first trip to Walmart took an extra-long
time to prep for. My husband got home
from work early yesterday, I was busy

getting dinner ready for him to warm and
the kids finished their homework, I
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